BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Gregory J. Galvin, Chair
Paul Chomet, Vice Chair
Benjamin Houlton
April Burke
Roberto Cañizares
Lourdes Casanova
Peter Cornelius
Mary Lou Guerinot
Jacqueline Heard
Susan McCouch
Jan Nyrop
Melinda Oakes
Mary Opperman
Nancy Rawson
Oliver Schulze
Jane Silverthorne
Chris Smart
David B. Stern
Charles Trautmann

Emeriti
Ezra Cornell
Paul H. Hatfield
Paul F. Hoffman
Christian C. Hohenlohe
Robert M. Pennoyer
Laura Philips

COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD

Executive
Gregory J. Galvin, Chair
Paul Chomet, Vice Chair
Peter Cornelius
Jacqueline Heard
Roy H. Park, Jr. (observer)
Nancy Rawson
Oliver Schulze
Jane Silverthorne
David B. Stern
Charles Trautmann

Audit
Charles Trautmann, Chair
Roberto Cañizares
Gregory J. Galvin (ex officio)
Jacqueline Heard

Compensation
Gregory J. Galvin, Chair
Paul Chomet
Peter Cornelius
Mary Lou Guerinot
Roy H. Park, Jr. (observer)
Nancy Rawson

Investment & Finance
Peter Cornelius, Chair
Roberto Cañizares
Gregory J. Galvin (ex officio)
Melinda Oakes
David B. Stern

Nominating and Corporate Governance
Jacqueline Heard, Chair
Lourdes Casanova
Paul Chomet
Gregory J. Galvin (ex officio)
Oliver Schulze
David B. Stern

COMMITTEES OF THE INSTITUTE

Benefits Plan
Sophia Darling, Chair
Gary Blissard
Robert Kohut
Samantha Nash
Anna Nelson-Dittrich
Peter Radez
Delanie Sickler

Cornell Relations
To be appointed as needed

External Relations
Nancy Rawson, Chair
April Burke
Lourdes Casanova
Gregory J. Galvin (ex officio)
Melinda Oakes
Jane Silverthorne
David B. Stern

Development Task Force
Oliver Schulze, Chair
April Burke
Paul Chomet
Gregory J. Galvin
David Stern
Charles Trautmann

Scientific Advisory Board
Jane Silverthorne, Chair
Lisa Ainsworth
Paul Chomet
Arthur Grossman
Mary Lou Guerinot
Jacqueline Heard
Eric Lyons
Elizabeth Sattely

Chris Smart

OFFICERS OF THE BOARD
Gregory J. Galvin
Chair
Paul Chomet
Vice Chair
David B. Stern
President
Stephanie Meyer
VP Advancement
Sophia Darling
VP Finance & Operations,
Treasurer
Meredith Williams
Secretary
Olivia Ohlsten
Assistant Secretary

Italicized name indicates Cornell Director

2021-2022 Board and Committee Memberships
Effective May 14, 2021